


Easy Installation          1 Year Warranty           Made in the USA         CSA Approved
R&R gives complete factory support before, during, and after installation.

Prevent Elevator Entrapment
AUTOMATICALLY ACTIVATES DURING A POWER FAILURE

HYDRAULIC PASSENGER ELEVATORS

®POWERVATOR Series
UV2

Compact, wall mounted steel cabinet contains the electronic circuitry and batteries.  The standard unit is 
12.5”H x 12.5”W x 8.0”D.  The maxium model size is 12.5"H x 16.75"W x 9"D.  

The factory installed CSA / UL certified battery switch is an integral part of the unit and has been pre-approved 
by the State of California as being in compliance with the directives of Circular Letter E-03-01 dated 10/03/01.

The switch operator is lockable in the “off” position and can accept a standard padlock as required by OSHA 
lock-out / tag-out regulations.

Simplified primary side installation available (208 VSimplified primary side installation available (208 VAC - 480 VAC.)

Provides single-phase AC and / or DC power to the controller, thereby keeping all safety circuits intact.  
When required, unit will provide multiple voltages for seamless controller, valve and door operation.

Up to 750 VA power output.  Voltage output is regulated to maintain controller stability.

A set of dry contacts are built into the unit to signal the controller it is under emergency power, aid in power 
transfer, or pilot other relays.

Terminals on the circuit board connect to the main disconnect safety to inhibit the unit during maintenance 
work, thereby preventing unexpected power going to the controllework, thereby preventing unexpected power going to the controller.

Charger voltage, and voltage regulation may be adjusted in the field via adjustable resistors.

Optional reverse phase relay can be added, if required in elevator specifications.

Relay and rectifier isolation keep main and emergency power separated.

Single, hinged circuit board design allows for simple board or battery 
exchange.

Indicators located on circuit board show battery charging and 
inverter activitinverter activity.

Separate fusing for batteries, outputs, logic circuitry and 
battery charger offer extra protection.

Maintenance-free, sealed-lead acid batteries are trickle
charged for prolonged life.  Sealed batteries eliminate 
the possibility of dangerous fume build-up.
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